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Idioma
Brexit

James R. Adair
On June 23, 2016, the United Kingdom voted 52% to 48% to
leave the European Union. Although the vote was nonbinding,
new British prime minister Theresa May vowed to follow the
will of the majority and begin negotiations with the EU to leave
the union. In the runup to the election, advocates on both sides
used the term “Brexit” to describe the issue. The word was allegedly a portmanteau (a combination of parts of two words to
make a new word) formed by combining the words “Britain” and
“exit.” A variation that was used earlier in the campaign, “Brixit,” supports the portmanteau hypothesis, but does it adequately
account for the term?
I’m not completely convinced of this etymological explanation.
While I was considering Brexit as a word rather than as a historical event, it occurred to me that the word is remarkably similar
to the sound the chorus of frogs makes in Aristophanes’ play The
Frogs: “Brekekekéx-koáx-koáx.” The words are meaningless in
Greek, intended simply to imitate the sounds frogs make; in other
words, they are onomatopoetic. This frog-speak was adopted by
students at Yale University and became part of their semi-official
college cheer: “Brekekekex, ko-ax, ko-ax, Brekekekex, ko-ax,
ko-ax, O-op, O-op, parabalou, Yale, Yale, Yale, Rah, rah, rah,
rah, rah, rah, rah, rah, rah, Yale! Yale! Yale!” Could Brexit be a
subtle reference to frogs (well-known British slang referring to
their traditional rivals, the French), or perhaps an expression of
melancholy for the loss of their former colonies across the pond?
Another explanation is possible. While brekekekex might not
be a Greek word, brexis (βρεξις) certainly is. It is a noun that
means “a wetting,” from the verb brecho (βρεχω), and the form
of the future second person plural is brexeti (βρεξετι), “you will
wet” or “rain.” The plot thickens! Frogs live in and around water,
and Britain is surrounded by water. Perhaps opponents of political Brexit coined the term in the hope that whenever the word
was spoken—by themselves, by their rivals, by the media—a
subliminal message warning Britons of the dangers of abandoning the alliance across the (wet) British Channel (with France on
the other side) would resonate deep within their minds. If this
was the true origin of the term, opponents of Brexit failed to consider that changes in the British educational system away from
instruction in the classics, including the Greek language, made
the likelihood of the subliminal message being received by the
subconscious of the typical British voter highly unlikely. In other
words, their logic was all wet.
Portmanteau, Yale cheer, longing for past glories of the British
Empire, rivalry with France, subliminal reference to the waters
that surround the island nation—citizens of the UK, now erstwhile citizens of the EU thanks to the results of the referendum,
have two years to debate the true linguistic origins of the word
Brexit. Oh yeah, and trade and immigration agreements, etc.

